Academy Management System is a fully integrated, modular software solution to simplify all relevant academy operations and learning activities while demonstrating compliance with regulatory requirements.

It provides advanced role-based functionalities, giving Aviation and Maintenance Training Organizations (ATO/MTO) visibility and insight into the efficiency of their academy operations and learning programs. Furthermore, Academy Management System connects all relevant assets and stakeholders within one integrated platform.

**Key Elements:**
- Course management system
- Personnel record management
- Digital document archive (medicals, IDs, licenses, passports, visa, etc.)
- eLibrary (individual content management)
- Scheduling (resource booking and communication system)
- Asset management (aircraft, classrooms and personnel)
- Ground school (theoretical training)
- Practical flight training (tablet-based for flight training record-keeping management)
- Flight ops (electronic logbook system and grading flight missions)

**Benefits:**
- Full integration of Boeing's library of engaging content and courses
- All-in-one solution
- Secure record keeping with central repository
- Supports ATO/MTO customization
- Robust network design
- Minimal requirements for IT infrastructure

**Value:**
The integrated role-based Academy Management System is flexible, modular and enhances learning administration, training operations and communications for ATOs/MTOs.

**Price:**
Contact us for pricing information: TrainingSolutions@boeing.com
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